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Error Correction by Alternate-Data Retry

JOHN J. SHEDLETSKY, MEMBER, IEEE

Abstract- A new technique for low-cost error correction is the
alternate-data retry (ADR). Like a conventional retry, an ADR is
a re-execution of an operation that initially fails to produce an
error-free result. Unlike a conventional retry, an ADR uses an al-
ternate representation of the initial data. The choice of the alter-
nate data representation and the design of the processing circuits
combine to insure that even an error due to a permanent fault is not
repeated during retry. Error correction is provided at a hardware
cost comparable to that of a conventional retry capability.

Sufficient conditions are given for the design of circuits with an
ADR capability. The application of an ADR capability to the
memory and to the data-paths of a simplified processor is illus-
trated.

Index Terms-Alternate-data retry (ADR), availability, error
correction, fault neutralization, morphic circuits, recoverable,
self-checking.

INTRODUCTION
T HE increasing use of on-line computer systems

has imposed strict requirements of computer reli-
ability and availability. A hardware failure in a data
management, interactive, or control environment can lead
to unacceptable costs in aggravation, idleness, or even
human life.

Efficient recovery procedures are essential to the reli-
ability required of such systems. Recovery is defined [6]
as the continuation of systems operation with data integ-
rity after a fault occurs. A successful recovery from a
hardware failure must correct all errors due to the failure
to insure continued system operation with data integrity.
This error correction must be accomplished quickly and
automatically if high system availability is to be main-
tained.
Most techniques for the automatic correction of errors

require substantial hardware redundancy. Triple modular
redundancy [15] and standby sparing [14] are two well
known examples. Instruction and task retry, however, re-
quire little extra hardware to correct immediately detected
errors. Unfortunately, retry has only been applicable to the
correction of errors caused by transient or intermittent
faults.

This paper proposes the alternate-data retry (ADR) as
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a fundamentally new technique for automatic error cor-
rection. An ADR provides error correction for permanent
faults, but at low hardware cost over that of a retry scheme.
The example in Fig. 1 illustrates the basic principle in-
voked by an ADR.

In Fig. 1, unit A sends the odd-parity vector (0001) over
the bus to unit B. Due to the stuck-at fault, unit B receives
the erroneous, even-parity vector (1001) and signals an
error. For the retry, unit A sends the alternate data-rep-
resentation (1110), which is received correctly despite the
fault. In this example, both the vector (0001) and its
complement (1110) represent the same message and
convey the same information to unit B.
A logical stuck-at fault is neutralized by the signal value

of a line if the signal value is equal to the stuck-at value.
Every message in an ADR system is represented by more
than one binary vector. After causing an error with the
initial representation (0001), the fault in Fig. 1 is neu-
tralized by the alternate representation (1110) during the
ADR. While previous methods of error correction seek to
mask an error resulting from the application of data, an
ADR applies an alternate representation to neutralize the
fault so that no error is ever generated. Like any retry, an
ADR is also effective against transient and intermittent
faults. Since an ADR changes the pattern of data, it should
also be effective against pattern-dependent faults.

This paper proposes the ADR as a candidate for possible
use in low cost, highly available systems. The following
section formally describes the system of message repre-
sentation and circuit properties necessary for an ADR
capability. A simple example of a processor with an ADR
capability is given in the last section. This processor can
achieve automatic error correction by an ADR for any
single fault (and many multiple faults) that may occur in
the data paths or the memory.

CIRCUIT PROPERTIES FOR AN ADR CAPABILITY

A message is conveyed by the pattern of logic values in
a binary vector. The binary vector (0101), for example,
represents the message "5". Each message is represented
by only one vector in a simplex system of message repre-
sentation, but by more than one vector is a morphic system
of message representation.
Let R be a relation on the set of binary vectors in a

morphic system of message representation. Define R such
that one vector is related to another if both vectors rep-
resent the same message. The relation R is an equivalence
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Fig. 1. Fault neutralization during an ADR.

relation that partitions the vectors into morphic equiva-
lence classes (MEC's). There is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between MEC's and messages. Since messages are
represented by only one vector in a simplex system, there
is also a one-to-one correspondence between MEC's and
simplex vectors.

For any circuit h mapping input vectors x to output
vectors h(x) in a simplex system, there is-a corresponding
circuitH mapping input vectors X to output vectors H(X)
in a morphic system.

Definition: The circuit H is morphic 1 to the circuit h if
vector X membership in the MEC corresponding to sim-
plex vector x, implies that H(X) is a member of the MEC
corresponding to h (x).
We refer to h as the simplex circuit andH as the mor-

phic circuit. A morphic circuit preserves the correspon-
dence between a simplex and morphic system of message
representation by mapping every member of each input
MEC into members of the appropriate output MEC (Fig.
2).
The output Hf(X) of a faulty morphic circuit H is cor-

rect if Hf(X) = H(X). The output Hfr(X) is morphically
correct if Hf(X) is equivalent to H(X) by the equivalence
relation R.

Definition: A morphic circuitH is recoverable for a set
of faults if for every fault in the set, the output Hf(X) is
correct for at least one member X of every input MEC.
A broader definition of recoverability requires only that

the output be morphically correct for at least one member
of every input MEC. The following Theorem 1 holds for
the broader definition, but no practical advantage is
gained. This paper assumes the narrow-sense definition
above.
Example 1: Let every MEC in Fig. 1 have just two

members, an odd-parity code word and its (odd-parity)
bit-complement. It follows that four messages can be
represented by such a morphic/coded system: (0001,1110);
(0010,1101); (0100,1011); and (1000,0111). The bus in Fig.
1 is recoverable for any single stuck-at fault, since one
member of each MEC can be transmitted error-free over
the faulty bus.
The retry strategy for error correction is to apply alter-

nate members of the same input MEC until a correct
output is produced. An independent means of error de-
tection is assumed.

I The circuits defined in Carter [7] are a special case of this general
definition.

Algorithm 1: Error Correction by ADR

1) Apply an as yet untried member of the given input
MEC.

2) If no error is observed in the output, then exit. Oth-
erwise go to 3).

3) If all members of the input MEC have been tried,
signal a failure to correct and then exit. Otherwise go to 1)
(retry).
Theorem 1: If a circuit is recoverable for a fault set, and

if an independent means of error detection is provided,
then Algorithm 1 corrects any output error caused by a
fault in the set.

Proof: The recoverability property guarantees that
at least one member of the input MEC produces a correct
output. A failure to correct in step 3) can only occur if the
fault is not in the prescribed fault set.

Error-detecting codes can provide the independent
means of error detection required by Algorithm 1. A
codeword represents a message while a noncode word in-
dicates an error condition. A message is represented by
more than one codeword in a morphic/coded system of
message representation. A code is consistent with a mor-
phic system if every member of each MEC is a code word
and every code word is a member of some MEC (Fig. 3).
The following circuit properties for dynamic error de-

tection were introduced in [5] and refined in [1].
Definition [1J: A circuit is secure for a fault set if for the

set, the faulty circuit never produces an incorrect code
output for code inputs.

Definition [1]: A circuit is self-testing for a fault set for
every fault in the set, the faulty circuit produces a noncode
output for at least one normally applied code input.

Definition [1]: A circuit is self-checking if it is both se-
cure and self-testing.

If circuitH in Fig. 4 is secure, then an output error can
only force the output to a noncode word, which triggers an
error detection. A circuit should also be self-testing in an
environment where maintenance is performed only after
a fault is detected. If a circuit were not self-testing for a
fault, then the fault would never be detected in normal
operation. A second fault could occur before the flrst was
repaired, and the circuit might not be secure for the two
faults combined.
Theorem 2 summarizes a list of circuit properties suf-

ficient for immediate error detection and then correction
by ADR.
Theorem 2: Algorithm 1 can correct any error due to a
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Fig. 2. The mapping function realized by a simplex circuit h and a
corresponding morphic circuit H.

fault in the morphic circuitH in Fig. 4 if the fault belongs
to the set i and H is

a) operated in a consistent morphic/coded system of
message representation,

b) self-checking for 5Y, and
c) recoverable for i1.

The design of self-checking circuits is discussed in detail
in [5] and [1].

DESIGN OF RECOVERABLE C-MORPHIC CIRCUITS

The choice of a morphic system of message represen-
tation depends on the set of faults that are most likely to
occur. A circuit can only be recoverable for a fault if at least
one member of each MEC can neutralize or mask the fault.
Experience has indicated that most faults can be modeled
as logical stuck-at faults.

Since only one member of an MEC is stored in a register
or memory location, the other members -must be easily
derived by a hardware translator. Also, each MEC should
have as few members as possible to minimize the maximum
number of retrys. The optimal size of each MEC is two,
leading to at most one retry.
The C-morphic2 system of message representation is

distinguished by its equivalence relation R. In the C-
morphic system, a vectorX is related to a vector Y ifX =
Y or X = Y. The overbar indicates bit-by-bit comple-
mentation. Every MEC has only two members, a vector
and its bit complement.
The C-morphic system satisfies the considerations

mentioned above. Every MEC has an optimal size of two.
The translator can simply be a multiplexer that chooses
either the uncomplemented or the complemented output

2 The "C" implies complementation.

of each latch in a register. Also, design guidelines for
recoverability developed in this section guarantee that at
least one member of each MEC can neutralize or mask any
single stuck-at fault.
A code is consistent with C-morphic system if the bit

complement of every code word is also a code word. Several
codes have this property, including the complemented
duplication code, replication codes, n out of 2n codes, and
residue codes with checkbase A = 2- 1 (low-cost residue
codes) [2]. The bit complement of a binary linear block
code word is also a code word if every row in the parity-
check matrix [9] has an even number of ones. It follows that
canonical Hamming codes [9] and simple parity over an
even number of bits are also consistent with the C-morphic
system (see Example 1).
A morphic circuit for use in a C-morphic system is a

C-morphic circuit. A primary input line is an input line
that does not fan-out, or an input line up to the point of
fan-out. Any single fault in a primary input line is neu-
tralized by one of a pair of complementary inputs. This
proves Lemma 3.
Lemma 3: A C-morphic circuit is recoverable for single

faults affecting the primary input lines.
Any single fault in an output line of a C-morphic circuit

is neutralized if and only if the complementary input
vectors are mapped into complementary output vectors.
The dual of a single or multi-output circuit g is denoted
gd and is defined gd(x) g(x), where x is a normally ap-
plied input vector. A circuit g is self-dual if g(x) = g(x).
The output vectors of a self-dual circuit are complemen-
tary for complementary input vectors. Lemma 4 follows.
Lemma 4: A C-morphic circuit is recoverable for single

faults affecting the output lines if and only if the circuit
is self-dual for the set of normally applied inputs.

It is always possible to construct a self-dual, C-morphic
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Fig. 4. A morphic circuit for use with a morphic/coded system of mes-
sage representation.

TABLE I
A FOUR-VALUED LOGIC AND ASSIGNED MEANINGS

binary logic value binary logic value if
in faulty circuit circuit were fault-free

d 0 0
1 1 1
D 0 1
15 1 0

circuit G from any non-self-dual, simplex circuit g [17].
This construction is illustrated in the next section.
Theorem 5: A combinational network of self-dual

modules, each recoverable for a fault set Fi, is recoverable
for the fault set I where 5I is the union of all sets Fi. The
set JI includes all single faults affecting .connections be-
tween modules.

Proof: A combinational network of self-dual modules
is self-dual. The inputs to any module are complementary
for complementary network inputs. The network is thus
recoverable for any fault in a module for which the module
is recoverable. Single faults in module connections are
included in J by Lemmas 3 and 4.
Lemmas 3 and 4 and Theorem 5 describe the behavior

of self-dual circuits within the context of a C-morphic
system. This behavior has been observed in [3], [17], and
[10]. The references cited study this behavior for the
purpose of error detection. The purpose of this paper is
error correction.
Theorem 5 permits the construction of a recoverable

network by the interconnection of smaller, recoverable
modules. Theorem 5 is implicitly invoked in the next sec-
tion, where recoverable modules are cascaded in a data
path. Also, Theorem 5 is used in [13] to assemble single-
output, recoverable circuits into a multi-output, recover-
able adder, and code checker. The following development
produces guidelines for the design of single-output re-
coverable circuits.

We define a four-valued logic for the analysis of faulty
circuits [11]. A line in a faulty circuit can assume one of the
four logic values: 0, 1, D or D. Table I describes the
meaning assigned to each value.

Definition: The errors appearing on a line are D-
monotonic (D-monotonic) if, over the set of all possible
inputs, the line never assumes the value D(D). The errors
are polytonic if the line can assume both values D and
D.
A fault is testable if it changes the function realized by

a circuit.
Definition: A testable fault in a single output circuit is

D-monotonic, D-monotonic or polytonic if the errors on
the output line are D-monotonic D-monotonic, or poly-
tonic, respectively.
Theorem 6: A single-output, self-dual circuit is recov-

erable for a monotonic fault.
Proof: Complementary inputs correctly produce

complementary values on the output line. A monotonic
fault can cause at most one of each pair of complementary
output values to be incorrect.

Only successor lines to a fault can assume the error
valuesD or D. A line stuck-at 0(1) can only assume an error
value ofD(D), thus a faulty line generates only monotonic
errors. Polytonic errors in a circuit of AND, OR, and inverter
gates can only be generated at the output of an AND or OR
gate. These m-input gates can only generate polytonic
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Fig. 5. A morphic circuit for use with a C-duplication code.

errors if at least one gate input line has polytonic errors,

or at least two gate-input lines have monotonic errors of
opposing values D and D. In a circuit with a single fault,
it follows that polytonic errors can only be generated at the
output of an AND or OR gate, and only if there is more than
one path from the fault to the gate. Furthermore, the
monotonic errors on at least two gate-inputs at the point
of reconvergence must have opposing values. Only in-
verters can change D-monotonic errors to D-monotonic
errors and vice versa. Theorem 7 follows.
Theorem 7: A necessary condition for a single fault to

be polytonic in a single-output circuit of AND, OR, and
inverter gates is at least two paths from the fault to the
output, one containing an odd number of inverters and the
other an even number of inverters.

In a tree circuit, no gate outputs fan-out, although pri-
mary input lines may fan-out.

Corollary 8: A single-output, self-dual circuit is recov-
erable for single faults if the circuit is either:

a) a tree circuit of AND, OR, or inverter gates, or

b) a general circuit of AND or OR gates, or

c) a general circuit ofAND, OR, or inverter gates such
that the number of inverters in every path from a fan-out
point to the output are either all odd or all even, for every
fan-out point.

Proof In every case but a), single faults are monotonic
by Theorem 7. In case a), all single faults-are necessarily
monotonic by Theorem 7 except in primary input lines
that fan-out. The circuit is recoverable for single faults in
input lines by Lemma 3.
Theorem 5 and Corollary 8 together form guidelines for

the design and verification of recoverable C-morphic cir-
cuits. The conditions given in Corollary 8 are sufficient to
insure recoverability, but not necessary.

A C-MORPHIC PROCESSOR

This section examines the application of an ADR ca-

pability to the data paths of a dual processor system. The
processor design is a simplified example, used to illustrate
the connection of recoverable modules into a recoverable
system of data paths.
The code used in this system is a moiphic duplication

code, referred to here as a C-duplication code. A C-du-

plication code is formed in two steps. First form a C-
morphic system of message representation by appending
an invert bit i to an r-bit simplex vector. The uncomple-
mented (complemented) member of a MEC- is that
member with invert bit equal to 0(1). The second step is
to duplicate each of the r + 1 bits to form a 2(r + 1) bit
duplication code word.
A C-morphic circuit G for the C-duplication code is

formed with two identical, C-morphic modules GI and G2
(Fig. 5).
The C-morphic circuit G is easily verified to be self-

checking; it is secure for any fault limited to G1 and G2,
and self-testing for any testable fault in G1 or G2.3

Let g be a simplex combinational circuit to which the
morphic module G 1 corresponds. Module G 1 can be con-
structed as shown in Fig. 6(a). Detail of the multiplexer in
Fig. 6(a) is shown in Fig. 6(b). Module G2 is identical to
G1.
Module G1 is self-dual even if the simplex circuit g is

not. It is easy to verify that the module G1 and hence the
C-morphic circuit G is recoverable for single faults.

If the simplex circuit g is self-dual and recoverable, then
the multiplexer and gd in Fig. 6 are unnecessary. The result
is a reduced implementation consisting of only the simplex
circuit g and the line for the invert bit. Reduced morphic
implementations of self-dual circuits like adders, shifters,
and buses are very economical in hardware. An example
of a reduced morphic implementation using a standard
lookahead carry adder is given in [13].
An ADR achieves error correction in an operation that

applies stored binary vectors to a circuit for processing and
observation of the result. This suggests than an ADR is
best utilized at the level of primitive operations executed
by a single microinstruction.

Fig. 7 is a simplified diagram of the data paths of a mi-
croprogrammed C-morphic processor. For a dual processor
system, Fig. 7 constitutes one of the modules in Fig. 5. Data
paths are 16 bits plus 1 inverter bit. An exception is the A
and B buses which are 16 bits each plus 1 shared invert bit.
The uncomplemented (complemented) output of each
latch in a register is placed on the AU, BU, orRU (AC, BC,
or RC) buses. RegistersM and D are the memory address
and memory data registers.

In our simplified model, the execution of a microin-
struction is accomplished in two phases. In phase 1 oper-
ands are applied to the processing circuits via buses A and
B and the result is stored in the intermediate latch IL. In
phase 2 the result in the intermediate latch is applied to
the shifter and the shifted result is stored in a destination
register. The registers may be latch registers.
The C-morphic processor operates in two modes of

message representation, controlled by the toggle flip-flop
T. When T = 0(1), messages are represented by the un-
complemented (complemented) member of each MEC.
The invert bit of an uncomplemented (complemented)

3 It is assumed that all 2r+I input vectors are normally applied to G1
and G2.
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Fig. 6. A C-morphic circuit corresponding to the simplex circuit g.

BU BC The execution of a microinstruction is described by
J Algorithm 2.

7 J l Algorithm 2: Execution of Microinstruction

registers 1) Execute phase 1 (T is 0 or 1).
11ll 2) If checker Cl indicates no error in the vector stored

uncomplemented output. j in IL, then go to 5).
_ complemented output i 3) Toggle T and re-execute phase 1.

_____.___.____,. ___ 4) If checker Cl still indicates an error, signal the failure
to checker of the ADR and then exit.
C2 - 5) Execute phase 2.

A UAC 6) If checker C2 indicates no error in the vector stored

__________1______ in the destination register, toggle T and then exit.
-|1l 7lX 7) Toggle T and re-execute phase 2.

8) If checker C2 still indicates an error, signal the failure

representation
of the ADR, and then exit.

repflip-f iop The C-morphic processor is recoverable for any single fault
in a data path from source registers to intermediate latch

TMU TMUXB IL to checker Cl in phase one, or a data path from IL to
A busses B destination register to checker C2 in phase two. The entire

K processor is actually recoverable for much more than just
JI single faults. For example, the processor can continue to

operate correctly with one stuck bit in every register, or
with single faults in the adder4 and shifter.

Faults sticking a single bit in a memory location can be
neutralized by the following algorithm [8]. The algorithm
applies for any C-morphic system of message representa-
tion.

data paths of a C-morphic pro-
br. Algorithm 3: Fault-Neutralization in Memory

member of a MEC-is 0(1). In normal operation, T is toggled
at the completion of each microinstruction, thus insuring
a roughly equal proportion of uncomplemented and
complemented representations in storage. Both repre-
sentations must be normally applied to circuits to insure
the self-testing property.
The translation multiplexers TMUXA, TMUXB, and

TMUXR are controlled by the flip-flop T. The buses A
and B must both carry uncomplemented members when
T = 0 or both carry complemented members when T = 1,
since A-and B share the same invert bit. The duplication
checkers Cl and C2 are connected to the buses RU andBU
in both processors. Designs for a recoverable translation
multiplexer, duplication checker, look-ahead carry adder,
and logical operator are given in [13].

1) Write the member W of a given MEC.
2) Read W immediately.
3) If an error in storage has occurred, write the alternate

member of the same MEC.
Algorithm 3 is implicitly used for storage in registers by

Algorithm 2. Algorithm 3 can correct errors only if the fault
exists before an attempted storage.
The use of dual (nonmorphic) processors for the purpose

of error detection in high-availability systems was first
contemplated in [4]. When a mismatch is detected, each
processor must interrupt and run programs for self-diag-
nosis. Since transient faults are commonly believed to be

4 A stuck carry line in the adder can be neutralized by an ADR, since
the complemented version of the operands produces a complemented
carry signal (see [13]).
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much more frequent than permanent faults, a retry ca-

pability is recommended for such systems. If an error due
to a transient fault is corrected by retry, then a system
interruption for self-diagnosis can be avoided.
An ADR capability further enhances the availability of

a dual processor system by providing error correction for
permanent faults in addition to transient faults. An ADR
is guaranteed to correct an error in the recoverable pro-

cessor, restore duplication between processors, and allow
the continuation of dual processor service. Thus a fault for
which the processor is recoverable neither halts the dual
system, nor forces it to operate in a single processor mode
where error detection is lost. As indicated, the C-morphic
processor in Fig. 7 can continue morphically correct op-

eration even for certain multiple faults.
The additional hardware cost for this ADR capability

over that of a dual processor with a simple retry capability
is low. The cost in time is modest. Extra propagation delays
are usually incurred due to the morphic circuits. Also, a

permanent fault is expected to trigger frequent retrys. For
example, a stuck-at fault on a bus line that is 0 half the
time and 1 half the time causes an error half the time in one
execution phase. Since an error-correction requires an

ADR, the effective execution rate is reduced to 80 percent
of the normal rate, assuming equal execution time for both
phase 1 and phase 2. Such degraded performance, however,
may be preferrable to a system shutdown or a contami-
nated data base.

CONCLUSIONS

An ADR is a fundamentally new way to achieve auto-
matic error correction in a high-availability system. An
ADR capability insures the continuation of error-free
service despite the occurrence of a fault, thereby allowing
the postponement of repair until a more convenient
time.
The application of an ADR capability to the memory

and to the data paths of a simplified dual processor was

illustrated. Other experimental designs indicate that such
a capability may be extended to certain control lines, ex-

ception conditions, and parts of the microprogram se-

quencer.

The additional hardware cost of an ADR capability over

that of a single retry capability is relatively low. An in-
vestigation is continuing into the design of a single C-
morphic processor that would satisfy the requirements for
an ADR capability. Such a design might impose the reco-

verability property on the low-cost self-checking circuits
discussed in [16]. A C-morphic parity code is one candidate
for use in such a processor. For example, a recoverable,
C-morphic adder has been designed using the predicted
parity techniques in [12]. This adder is self-checking and
recoverable for a surprisingly low hardware cost.
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